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Since the proposal for the Chronic Pri.1Jlllte Program (which, as you 
know, WWII" passed unanimously through our committee) contained little 
background on the thinking rat.ion.ale behind the various aspects of it, 
I thought you :'.Uight welcome some additional information on this matter3 

With the ato:nic Juoma.rine a reality, the atolnic powered airplane 
probably near at hand and with the realization that we have very limited 
information on cr~onic radiation effects on man, then one is hard pressed 
to extrapolate from the amount available on the mouse and rat and apply 
it to man. Althour:h the Commission who worked up the hwnan data on 
the two bombed Japanese cities has done a noble job, the rapid dispersion 
of the Japanese population and the tremendous difficulty of maintaining 
controlled observations makes even more precarious our predictability 
of radiation data to man. It thus becomes obvious in a society which 
does not r8adily accept experimen-cation on man that one must have a 
large number of well-controlled axperiments 0:1 the higher primates. 
Such chronic radiation studie3 on pri!!ltltes are thorour,hly pr3.ctical 
and there are competent, interested groups in this co:.rntry who are will
ing to undertake such long-term experi::ients (we now have a list of 12 
university centers who :iave expressed such an interest). 

It occurred to our co~nittee that since such long-term experiments 
on the monkey should extend over a 20-ye'.lr period, then in order to 
extract a maxi1:mm of data fro.:n an eJq)ensi ve project we could e11large 
the control series by perhaps 50,-; at a sms.11 percentile increase in 
total costs cmd use these control anirnals for gerontolorical studies 
and for observations :in the realm of sodal psychology • 

. . ~c;o:.RN v1: By thus s~tting up a proj ;ct. '.1hich. incorporates r
0

adiobiolop,~, c~ron-:- ~ #. ~ tolof:Y and social psycholory, it is obvious that a wider ranne or scientiric 
~~ ::~·u~ observers coulJ be induce~ into t:10 ~roj c~ct and th~s forest::i.11 a. ny lilrnli-
~. ~hood that should one p1rtic~1hr rroup ce unproductive lh'1t all rroups 
"'C'~A, 1951 ~.,; would be unriroductive. It goes 1.;::=_-:,:1cut ss.yinc tlu.t any project is just 
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as good as the research personnel in it. Thus, we can be broadening the 
scope (let me emphasize at very little additional expense) and bring in 
additional competent observers. Another advantage, of course, is that 
in general one group of workers has a tendency to catalyse and stimulate 
another group. When one considers the significance of this three-point 
program and the urgency of the radiobiology aspects 0£ it, then it is 
difficult to believe that longer postponement of the program should 
continue. 

Trusting that this, in a very percursory way, fills in the missing 
gaps of the proposal which you n-0w have~ I am. 

RSS/mcw 


